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StratCom tools: US international broadcasting
US international broadcasting has been a key instrument in the country's strategic communications
(StratCom) toolbox since World War II. Whereas growing propaganda efforts from foreign state and
non-state actors have boosted calls for reforms, there is uncertainty over the future US direction.

US international broadcasting: from World War II to a post-9/11 world
As the USA became involved in the Second World War, President Franklin D Roosevelt created the
foundation of modern US international broadcasting services, when he formally established the Foreign
Information Service, which housed the landmark Voice of America (VOA). As the Cold War began, the State
Department conceived Radio Free Europe (RFE), broadcasting to central and eastern Europe, and Radio
Liberty (RL), broadcasting to the Soviet Union, with the intention of undermining communism in the Soviet
sphere. The RFE and RL strategy changed to a relatively more independent form of journalism after reform in
the 1970s, and European operations were reduced after the collapse of the Soviet Union. Targeting Cuba,
Radio Martí began broadcasting from Miami in 1985 under the Office of Cuba Broadcasting (OCB), and TV
Martí followed in 1990. Radio Free Asia (RFA) was authorised in 1994 and began broadcasting in 1996,
targeting audiences in China, Burma/Myanmar, Cambodia, Laos, North Korea and Vietnam. Following the
9/11 attacks in 2001, Congress funded a new network group, the Arabic-language Middle East Broadcasting
Networks (MBN), to increase the presence of US radio and television in 22 countries across the Middle East
and North Africa.

The Broadcasting Board of Governors: structure and networks
In 1994, the US International Broadcasting Act (USIB Act) integrated all civilian US international broadcasting
services into the newly established Broadcasting Board of Governors (BBG) within the US Information
Agency. It eventually became an autonomous entity in 1999, as a result of the 1998 Foreign Affairs Reform
and Restructuring Act. The Act directs the President to appoint eight members to the directing board, with a
maximum of four members from any single political party. The Secretary of State serves as a ninth member,
and provides the BBG with guidance on foreign policy issues. The group's broadcasters are divided into
federal entities that are integrated into the BBG directly (the VOA and OCB), and grantee groups (RFE/RL,
MBN, and RA), which are funded by the BBG as autonomous broadcasters. The distinction between the two
types aimed to reflect different roles, with the integrated entities broadcasting general news and positive
coverage of the US, while the detached groups were tasked to operate as 'surrogate' broadcasters to inform
populations on local issues in countries where governments restrict media freedom.

US international broadcasters
The BBG's mission ('to inform, engage, and connect people around the world in support of freedom and
democracy') is underpinned by its five individual networks:
- VOA: with a global audience of some 187 million people, this US flagship multimedia programme broadcasts in
45 languages to present a 'balanced and comprehensive projection' of 'American thought and institutions';
- The Office of Cuba Broadcasting provides 'un-biased' information to Cubans, online and via TV/Radio Martí;
- RFE/RL: broadcasts to Europe and Eurasia with the mission of providing uncensored news to countries where
governments restrict or ban a free and independent press. RFE/RL reaches 23.6 million people in 26 languages
and in 23 countries, including Afghanistan, Iran, Pakistan, Russia, and Ukraine;
- RFA provides news to 7.5 million people in Asian countries whose governments prohibit access to a free press;
- MBN: composed of Alhurra TV, Radio Sawa and MBN Digital, the network aims to expand the types of 'ideas,
opinions and perspectives' in Middle Eastern media. With an estimated audience of 25.7 million, MBN provides a
full range of international, regional, and local news in Arabic as well as coverage of US developments.
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Potential and shortcomings
The BBG employs more than 3 500
people world wide, operating 59
language services and reaching a
total global audience of 226 million
people in 2015. However,
observers note that the BBG lacks
strong and consistent executive
leadership due to the prolonged
political nature of the nomination
process, as well as the part-time,
rotating, and volunteer-basis of
board membership. In 2013, the
then Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton called the BBG 'practically
defunct in terms of its capacity to
be able to tell a message around
the world'. While some assert that
the BBG has insufficiently adapted to the internet-centred media landscape of today, others stress that some
forms of traditional media, such as short-wave radio, remain relevant in many countries, and that it is easier
for oppressive regimes to block and control internet-based media compared to other communications. A
report from the Government Accountability Office has pointed out significant overlaps of BBG services with
one another, criticising the VOA for covering local issues, thus filling the role of surrogate broadcasters such
as RFE, while underperforming in its public diplomacy role. At the same time, the BBG has been criticised for
not taking into account the state broadcasts of other major Western democracies such as the British
Broadcasting Corporation (BBC), Deutsche Welle and Radio France internationale. A March 2015 report from
a US think-tank (Wilson Center) points out that such shortcomings have made the services struggle to
counteract the reinvigorated strategic communications of state actors like Russia, which has created an array
of state-sponsored media platforms such as RT and Sputnik to disseminate a view of international events
consistent with Russian foreign policy objectives.
Is US international broadcasting consistent with the country's foreign policy objectives?
According to the 1994 USIB Act, US international broadcasting must be consistent with US foreign policy
objectives. Observers have remarked that the strength of international broadcasting centres on its capability
to demonstrate the US government's commitment to free media. In this sense, US broadcasts abroad act to
counterbalance the relatively more one-sided public diplomacy efforts of the State Department. As a result,
however, US international broadcasting sometimes provides a forum for those expressing disagreement with
US foreign policy. Although this policy is in line with the BBG's intent of demonstrating a free and open
media, some observers have questioned its utility. The BBG has been criticised for producing minimal
content compared to Russia's mass use of strategic communications during the Ukraine crisis. In an
April 2015 Congressional hearing, several Representatives highlighted the need to reform the BBG for it to
better serve as a foreign policy tool in the face of foreign strategic communications.

Towards a new era of US international broadcasting?
Following the introduction of a bipartisan bill passed by the Foreign Affairs Committee in May 2015, a
December 2016 amendment included in the annual National Defense Authorization Act (pushed by
Republican House Foreign Affairs Committee Chair, Ed Royce) provides for the BBG's leadership to be
concentrated in a CEO appointed by the President. The move would disband the bipartisan board of the
BBG. In combination with a 2013 legislative revision that abolished the US Information and Educational
Exchange Act of 1948 (the Smith-Mundt Act, which prohibited the BBG from disseminating government-
produced programming within the USA over fears of domestic propaganda), the move has sparked concern
over US President Donald Trump's 'unchecked control of all US media outlets'. Whereas the USA has
historically been a driver for press freedom worldwide, Trump's recent critical remarks on the role of news
media and the alleged impact of press freedom on terrorism has triggered questions regarding the future US
commitment to press freedom.

Figure 1 – Broadcasting Board of Governors' operations map
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